
2020-21 Tryout policy 

In view of the protracted inactivity due to social distancing FC Europa will adopt the following 

procedures for team selection for the 2020-21 soccer year ONLY. 

All players (exceptions 2012 and 2013 below) that played in the 19-20 year will be automatically offered 

at least the same spot as they had in the prior year.  Players on an elite team will be offered the same 

position, players on a premier or select team will be offered the same spot on their team with a possible 

opportunity to try out for a higher spot where roster freedom allows when soccer activity resumes. 

Where there are insufficient players to form a team in a given age group FC Europa will use the following 

procedure: 

1. Evaluate whether a team is likely to be possible based on existing number and tryout 

applications. 

2. Use open roster positions on a higher team in the same age group where appropriate. 

3. Use suitable roster positions on a team one age group above. 

4. Provide advice to players as to suitable playing opportunities with neighboring clubs and 

facilitate this transition. 

Where roster positions remain after guaranteed spots have been claimed, it is FC Europa’s hope to hold 

tryouts for those positions; these now become open to players from elsewhere in the program and 

‘new’ players to the FC Europa program.  If as a result of Covid-19 holding tryouts becomes impractical 

the Director of Coaching will utilize any existing knowledge of players to make roster placements.  

Where a team is filled by returning Europa players this step will not be necessary. 

 

• 2012 players that played in 19-20 will be guaranteed a spot on a team in 20-21.  The exact 

designation will be determined when play resumes after a suitable period of evaluation at 

practice sessions. 

• 2013 players are guaranteed a spot.  2013 (U8) players are not designated elite, premier and 

select; at this age players are arranged geographically.  This process takes place once the pool is 

established to ensure an even spread of players. 

The policy is intended to be as equitable as possible and to prevent unnecessary anxiety to our players 

when they return to the field of play.  While it is a temporary departure from our standard ethos for the 

FC Europa program it is felt that the current conditions justify this action.  Should you have any 

questions please feel free to reach out to me or your zone Director. 

Yours in sport, 

Barry Davey 

FC Europa 

Director of Coaching 

 


